
 

Try It Out 
You must associate, or enroll, a subject to a study in Epic to allow orders/encounters to be linked to the 
research study to ensure proper charge flow. Enrolling your patient to the study in Epic allows research 
orders to be placed.  
 

1. Select the Partners Applications Icon on your desktop. Select ‘Epic Hyperspace’. Log in using your Partners 
username & password. (You must complete Research Team 100 & 200 training in order to gain access to the 
Epic research dashboard.)  

2. The top of the page is the Hyperspace Toolbar.  

 

3. Find the patient using the minimum database set: Name/MRN, Sex, DOB then select Find Patient. (Example 
Patient Leopold Apple) 

 

4. Patient select screen will open. Highlight your subject and select Accept. 
5. The subject’s research studies chart.  

a. Click   to open the search field to find the study that you want to enroll the subject into. (1) 
b. Use the search window to locate the study in the Record Select window (2).  
c. Click Accept (3).  
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6. Research Studies screen will open. 
i.  Click the magnifying glass in the Status window (1).  

ii. Select the status of ‘Enrolled’ for your patient in the study (2). 
iii. Click accept (3). 

 

 

NOTE: The only Research Studies statuses assigned to subjects in Epic are “Enrolled”, “Completed”, and 
“Terminated/Withdrawn”. Epic is not a Clinical Trials Management System (CTMS), and other states 
(e.g., “Identified”, “Waiting for Consent”, “Withdrew Consent”, etc., or information about patients who 
decline to participate in research activities) should be maintained outside of Epic.  

7. Once the status is set you will be directed back to the Research Studies screen.  
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a. Select Accept and your subject is now enrolled into the study. 

 
Note: When the patient has been enrolled in the study a Pink flag will appear on the header of patients 
chart. 

Take-Away: 
• Identifying a patient as ‘Enrolled’ to a study in Epic allows study-related patient care orders to be 

placed and associated to that study. 
 

 


